The increased flexibility of links and details of planetary gear allows to reduce unevenness of load in gear meshing. On the other hand, the probability of emergence of vibrations increases. For the analysis of dynamics and strength of planetary gear during running-up the system of nine differential equations received earlier is used. For lowering of degree of a system a number of assumptions is accepted. The most part of deformations, in view of smallness, and the related elastic forces, are not considered. In the generalized forces the following power factors are left: torques of the engine and forces of useful resistance; elastic forces in axles of satellites. The system is reduced to two equations: vibrations of a satellite axle and rotation of a sun gearwheel. Dependences of natural frequencies of vibrations of satellite axle on gear parameters are received. It is considered the constant and variable torques of driving forces. Proceeding from satellite axle strength of bending, dependences between extreme value of the driving torque and rotary speed of a sun gearwheel and mass and dimensional characteristics of planetary gear are set.
Introduction
Planetary gears find broad application in many areas of engineering. The multi-satellite planetary gears have additional advantages in front of gears with motionless axles [1] [2] [3] . To reduce unevenness of load on satellites, constructions of planetary gears with the elements having the increased flexibility are offered [4] . The increased flexibility leads to the additional strength and also possible vibration processes [5] [6] [7] . The relevance of a problem increases at considerable loadings and high rotary speeds [8] [9] [10] .
In work [11] the planetary gear of type k-h-v is presented as the system of solid bodies with elastic linkages between them. Dynamics of such system is investigated by means of Lagrange's equations of the second kind on nine generalized coordinates. To receive expressions for natural frequencies of the satellite and a sun gearwheel, assumption is accepted that rotary speed of planet carrier is constant. In work [12] forced vibrations of the "sun gearwheel -satellite" system with elements of the increased flexibility are investigated. Strength questions at a research of free and forced vibrations were not considered.
In work [13] the research of dynamics and strength of planetary gear at the transient regimes is begun. Planetary gear is presented at the same time as a system with one degree of freedom, elastic deformations of links are expressed through a small rotate angle of planet carrier.
is second moment of area of satellite axle; d is the satellite axle diameter; E is the Young modulus. 
where a r is the sun gearwheel radius; 2 / 4 a pa
is polar second moment of area of sun gearwheel.
Displacement of the satellite mass centre consists of deformations of the satellite axles and the bearing:
, general stiffness at the same time: 
The stiffness is expressed through relative quantities: belong to a sun gearwheel, satellite and planet carrier. Masses decides on accounting of coefficient of filling of the satellite g k and a sun gearwheel a k .
Besides, using the gear ratio i , radii of the wheels and other parameters are defined:
Than Here h b is planet carrier width; ρ is density of material of wheels. 
From nine equations of Lagrange of the second kind there are two: on the generalized coordinates a ϕ and g
x :
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where a M is torque of engine; h M is torque of useful resistance. From the equation (1) 
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Values of natural frequencies of vibrations of the satellite axle of depending on the gear ratio, radius of a sun gearwheel and flexibility of the satellite axle are given in figure 2 . At the same time 11 10
Quantity l serves equivalent of flexibility of the satellite axle: as the l more, as the axle is more flexible. It can structurally be expressed in increase in a console part of an axle, increase in elasticity of bearing (figure 1), cuts at axes or in a planet carrier web (figure 3) [4] . , the solution of the differential 
Maximum displacement of the satellite axle 1 w a 2 g h a max g 25 . 0
The allowed satellite axle displacement
where
is section modulus of the satellite axle; ] [σ -allowable stress of bending for satellite material.
The allowed difference between the torque of the engine and the torque of forces of useful resistance is from expression where ] [ g x is defined by expression (3).
The dependence of limit rotary speed of a sun gearwheel on various parameters is presented in figure 5 . Follows from the received formulas and the made calculations which results are presented on diagrams that rotary speed of a sun gearwheel has a weak impact change both width of a wreath of teethwheels, and change of number of satellites. The gear ratio, the gear module and flexibility of the satellite axle have a greater influence.
Conclusions
The flexibility of elements of planetary gear with difficulty affects dynamics and strength of gear. On transient regimes it is influence depends on mass-geometrical and design properties of the mechanism.
The distinction in the stiffness of elastic linkages of gear allows to consider vibrations of the satellite axle separately from vibrations in gear meshing and torsional vibrations of a sun gearwheel. Dependences of the natural frequencies decreasing at increase in the gear ratio, the gearing module and flexibility of an axle are received.
The solution of differential equations of vibrations of an axle of the satellite and the movement of all mechanism equivalent to a shaft of a sun gearwheel depends on the difference between the torque of the engine and the torque of forces of useful resistance equivalent to a shaft of a sun gearwheel.
At the constant difference between the torques the value of this difference decreases at increase in the gear ratio and flexibility of an axle. Rotary speed of a sun gearwheel changes at running-up under the linear law and is not connected with any strength restrictions.
At the variable difference between the torques changing under the linear law, power, kinematic and strength characteristics of planetary gear are connected. With increase in the module the maximum permissible value of rotary speed limited to satellite axle strength of bending decreases. Therefore, the gears working at big rotary speeds should be carried out multirow, at the same time increasing width relation to diameter. At exhaustion of a possibility of increase in flexibility at the expense of a satellite axle, it is possible to increase flexibility of planet carrier, for example, carrying out in it grooves. Thereby reduction of a dynamic load without decrease in strength gear characteristics is reached.
The found dependences between geometrical parameters of planetary gear and strength characteristics give the chance to choose the kinematic and power parameters of transient regimes providing strength and high load capacity with a rational masses and dimensions of construction.
